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ABSTRACT

We developed an entraining parcel approach that partitions parcel buoyancy into contributions from dif-

ferent processes (e.g., adiabatic cooling, condensation, freezing, and entrainment). Applying this method to

research-quality radiosonde profiles provided by the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program

at six sites, we evaluated how atmospheric thermodynamic conditions and entrainment influence various

physical processes that determine the vertical buoyancy structure across different climate regimes as repre-

sented by these sites. The differences of morning buoyancy profiles between the deep convection (DC)/

transition cases and shallow convection (SC)/nontransition cases were used to assess preconditions important

for shallow-to-deep convection transition. Our results show that for continental sites such as the U.S.

Southern Great Plains (SGP) and west-central Africa, surface conditions alone are enough to account for the

buoyancy difference between DC and SC cases, although entrainment further enhances the buoyancy dif-

ference at SGP. For oceanic sites in the tropical west Pacific, humidity dilution in the lower to middle free

troposphere (;1–6 km) and temperature mixing in the middle to upper troposphere (.4 km) have the most

important influences on the buoyancy difference between DC and SC cases. For the humid central Amazon

region, entrainment in both the boundary layer and the lower free troposphere (;0–4 km) have significant

contributions to the buoyancy difference; the upper-tropospheric influence seems unimportant. In addition,

the integral of the condensation term, which represents the parcel’s ability to transform available water vapor

into heat through condensation, provides a better discrimination between DC and SC cases than the integral

of buoyancy or the convective available potential energy (CAPE).

1. Introduction

Convection and its associated precipitation systems

play a central role in regulating the local and global at-

mospheric circulation and the water–energy balance.

Representation of convection in global climate models

(GCMs) remains a challenging problem, especially in

the tropics (Anber et al. 2015). A common deficiency of

many GCMs involves the incorrect diurnal cycle of

cloud and precipitation, which is often linked to the

models’ inability to simulate a smooth shallow-to-deep

convection transition (e.g., Rieck et al. 2014; Stratton

and Stirling 2012; Yang and Smith 2006). Efforts have

been devoted to investigating this transition process

from the viewpoint of the diurnal cycle using model

simulations (Grabowski et al. 2006; Guichard et al. 2004;

Wu et al. 2009). In addition, studies of the preconditions

for both shallow and deep convection using observational

data can also help us understand the environmental

conditions central to triggering the shallow-to-deep con-

vection transition (Zhang and Klein 2010; Zhuang et al.

2017). Many previous studies have related the shallow-

to-deep convection transition to a more humid lower

troposphere in both continental and oceanic regionsCorresponding author: Yizhou Zhuang, zyz90@pku.edu.cn
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(e.g., Bretherton et al. 2004; Holloway and Neelin 2009;

Nuijens et al. 2009; Powell and Houze 2015; Ruppert and

Johnson 2015; Schiro et al. 2016; Zhang and Klein 2010;

Zhuang et al. 2017). However, what the relative influence

of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is versus

that of the free troposphere in different climate regimes

has remained unclear. In addition, the influence of

surface conditions versus lateral entrainment in/above

the ABL on temperature mixing, humidity dilution, and

ice formation of a convective parcel in different oceanic

and continental climate regimes have not yet been

investigated systematically. For convective instability,

parcel theory is commonly used to calculate parcel

buoyancy and some derived indices, such as convective

available potential energy (CAPE), convective in-

hibition (CIN), and lifting condensation level (LCL).

Some studies have related deep convective events to a

larger CAPE and smaller CIN before the transition

from shallow to deep convection (e.g., Zhang and Klein

2010; Zhuang et al. 2017). However, parcel theory is a

highly idealized single-column model with many as-

sumptions. Thus, it may not adequately represent the

environmental impacts on convection in all cases. One

of the most important assumptions in the traditional

CAPE and CIN calculations is that the parcel remains

isolated from the environment; that is, the parcel has no

entrainment or detrainment during its ascent. As a re-

sult, buoyancy and the related indices like CAPE can

highly depend on the choice of initial parcel. For ex-

ample, it was shown that in the central Amazon, there

is no significant difference in surface-based CAPE

(SBCAPE) between shallow and deep convection

cases, but the difference becomes significant for mixed-

layer CAPE (MLCAPE), which uses average temper-

ature and humidity in the mixed layer as source parcel

properties (Zhuang et al. 2017).

To address this issue, some studies have incorporated

entrainment into the calculation of buoyancy and shown

that the entrainment in the troposphere is important in

representing the vertical buoyancy profile needed for

the development of deep convection (e.g., Holloway and

Neelin 2009; Schiro et al. 2016). However, these studies

have focused on tropical oceanic and humid continental

climate regimes without explicitly partitioning the in-

fluences of lateral entrainment on various physical

processes and their contributions to the total buoyancy.

This work, inspired by the abovementioned studies,

aims to clarify the thermodynamic preconditions for the

shallow-to-deep convection transition and how they

vary in different climate regimes, that is, interior sub-

tropical continent, monsoonal tropical continent, humid

tropical continent, and humid tropical ocean. Our ap-

proach is as follows:

1) Develop a convective parcel model that decomposes

buoyancy changes into contributions from various

physical processes such as dry adiabatic cooling,

condensation, freezing, and entrainment at different

levels. In doing so, we can link variations of the

environmental conditions to processes that deter-

mine the parcel buoyancy.

2) Use the buoyancy difference derived from morning

soundings between the days when shallow convec-

tion grew into deep convection in the afternoon (DC

cases), and the days when the shallow convection

stayed shallow (SC cases) to assess the thermody-

namic preconditions favorable for a shallow-to-deep

convection transition.

3) Systematically evaluate the variations of the thermo-

dynamic preconditions for the shallow-to-deep con-

vection transition among different climate regimes as

represented by the six sites of the U.S. Department

of Energy’s (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Mea-

surement (ARM) program (Ackerman and Stokes

2003; Stokes and Schwartz 1994), with a focus on the

influence of the surface conditions and of entrain-

ment in the ABL, the lower, middle, and upper free

troposphere.

Previous studies have shown that the entraining

buoyancy calculation is influenced by different factors.

One of the most important parameters is the fractional

entrainment rate, which is related to many factors of the

environment and parcel itself, such as parcel vertical

velocity (Neggers et al. 2002), distance to cloud edge

(Tian and Kuang 2016), convective area (Simpson and

Wiggert 1969), convection proximity (Feng et al. 2015),

altitude (Siebesma et al. 2003), ABL height (Siebesma

et al. 2007; Soares et al. 2004), relative humidity

(Bechtold et al. 2008), low-level CAPE and CIN (Cohen

2000), and buoyancy (Chikira and Sugiyama 2010; Lin

1999). For simplicity, this study only used two entrain-

ment schemes: one is the constant fractional entrain-

ment rate (Const) scheme, and the other is the deep

inflow A entrainment (DIA) scheme shown by

Holloway and Neelin (2009) and Schiro et al. (2016) to

represent buoyancy profiles that are consistent with

deep convection. The DIA scheme assumes that the

entrainment rate is inversely proportional to altitude.

Comparison between these two schemes can give us

some qualitative understanding of the contributions

from different vertical layers.

The data used in this study are introduced in section 2.

The methods for classifying convective regimes and par-

titioning parcel buoyancy are described in section 3. Sec-

tion 4 shows how buoyancy components differ between

days with only shallow convection and those with
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shallow-to-deep convection transition at different sites and

how entrainment schemes affect this distinction. The main

conclusions and a brief discussion as to the limitations and

implications of our results are provided in section 5.

2. Data

a. Geographic and climate regimes represented in this
study

Liu and Zipser (2015) showed that the deepest con-

vective precipitation systems occurmost commonly over

tropical lands (e.g., Amazon, central Africa), the west

Pacific, the U.S. Great Plains, and Argentina. We chose

six ARM sites to cover most of these areas: one sub-

tropical site located in the U.S. Southern Great Plains

(SGP); two tropical land sites, one in Niamey, Niger

(NIM), located in west-central Africa, and the other

in Manacapuru, Brazil (MAO), located in the central

Amazon; three sites located in the tropical west Pacific

(TWP), including Manus Island, Papua New Guinea

(TWP1),Nauru (TWP2), andDarwin,Australia (TWP3).

SGP, NIM, and TWP3 all experience annually a dry pe-

riod and a monsoonal wet period. As characteristics of

convection can vary seasonally and there are very few

deep convective cases during the dry season, we only use

their wet seasons with sufficient deep convective cases:

April–September for SGP (SGP-W), May–September

for NIM (NIM-W), and October–April for TWP3

(TWP3-W). Although there are also relatively dry and

wet periods at MAO, the dry season still has ample

convective activity and total precipitation; convection

characteristics were also shown to vary seasonally (e.g.,

Machado et al. 2004; Petersen et al. 2002; Zhuang et al.

2017). The wet-to-dry transition at MAO is marked by

the decrease of the wet-season type of convection and

total precipitation as the rainy area migrates northward,

while the dry-to-wet transition season tends to develop

the most intense convection. Many previous studies thus

treat the dry-to-wet transition season separately from the

wet and dry seasons but not for the wet-to-dry transition.

Following Zhuang et al. (2017), we analyzed convection

separately for three seasons at MAO: the wet season

during January–May (MAO-W), dry season during June–

September (MAO-D), and dry-to-wet transition season

during October–December (MAO-T). TWP1 and TWP2

are two island-based sites next to open ocean; their dif-

ference is that TWP1 site is located in the heart of the

western Pacific warm pool with frequent deep convection

year-round, while TWP2 is in a transition region, and its

convection activity is related to the phase of El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (Mather and McFarlane 2009).

Therefore, season subsetting was not applied to these two

oceanic sites, and data in allmonthswere used. Table 1 lists

information on the sites, corresponding seasons, and ref-

erenced literature.

b. Sounding profiles

Only sounding profiles launched after sunrise and

before noon are used in this study, as soundings of this

time period best represent the preconditions of daytime

convection,which aremostly linked to local diurnal forcing.

Table 1 also lists launch times for radiosondes at all sites as

local standard time (LST) in Table 1. Dry-bulb tempera-

tureT, dewpoint temperatureTd, and atmospheric pressure

p were used to calculate mixing ratio r, specific humidity q,

and buoyancy b. How buoyancy was calculated is discussed

in section 3. The data used are available online (at https://

www.arm.gov/capabilities/instruments/sonde).

c. Precipitation

The precipitation of the Arkansas–Red Basin River

Forecast Center (ABRFC) is an hourly gridded pre-

cipitation product. It was created as a combination of

WSR-88D precipitation estimates and rain gauge reports

TABLE 1. Summary of sites, seasons, and datasets.

Site Location

Surface

altitude (m)

Time

span Seasons

Radiosonde

time (LST) Precipitation Cloud radar

SGP 36.618N, 97.498W 320 2001–16 Warm: Apr–Sep (Zhang and

Klein 2010)

1130 ABRFC MMCR

KAZR

NIM 13.488N, 2.178E 205 2006 Monsoon: May–Sep (Kollias

et al. 2009)

1030 or 1130 Gauge WACR-ARSCL

MAO 3.218S, 60.608W 50 2014–15 Wet: Jan–May 0730 SIPAM

Dry: Jun–Sep

Dry-to-wet transition: Oct–Dec

(Zhuang et al. 2017)

TWP1 2.068S, 147.438E 4 2001–10 All year 0930 ARMBE MMCR

TWP2 0.528S, 166.928E 4 2003–10 All year 1030

TWP3 12.428S, 130.898E 30 2002–10 Wet: Jan–Apr and Oct–Dec

(Frederick and Schumacher 2008)

0830
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(Breidenbach et al. 1998; Fulton et al. 1998). These data

are available online (at https://www.arm.gov/capabilities/

vaps/abrfc). Spatially averaged data over a 100-km grid

box centered at SGPwere used here. Precipitation derived

using Sistema de Proteção da Amazônia (SIPAM) S-band

radar reflectivity with Tokay and Short reflectivity–rain

rate (Z–R) relation (Tokay and Short 1996) at 2.5-km al-

titude and 100-km gridbox mean were used for the MAO

site (Zhuang et al. 2017). The reflectivity data are available

online (at http://iop.archive.arm.gov/arm-iop/). The ARM

best estimate (ARMBE) data product contains a best es-

timate of several cloud, radiation, and atmospheric quan-

tities, which is generally used to evaluate global climate

models. Precipitation data from this product were used

here for sites TWP1, TWP2, and TWP3. These data are

available online (at https://www.arm.gov/capabilities/vaps/

armbe). Rain gauge data were used for the NIM site as no

other product is available. The gauge data are available

online (at https://www.arm.gov/capabilities/instruments/

rain). Precipitation data listed above were processed to

hourly mean rain rate and used to determine deep and

shallow convection days. The method for the classifica-

tion is discussed in section 3.

d. Cloud radar reflectivity

The millimeter-wavelength cloud radar (MMCR)

(Moran et al. 1998) operates at a frequency of 35GHz

and is designed to map the vertical distribution of cloud

directly above the radar. This radar is available at SGP

(2001–11), TWP1, TWP2, and TWP3. The Ka-band

ARM zenith radar (KAZR) replaced the MMCR and

provides higher spatial and temporal resolution at SGP

after 2011. For NIM and MAO, the vertical profiles of

cloud mask were retrieved from the W-band ARM

cloud radar active remote sensing of clouds (WACR-

ARSCL) data (available at https://www.arm.gov/data/

vaps/wacrarscl/arsclwacr1kollias). This product is de-

rived from combined observations from the 95-GHz

WACR, micropulse lidar (MPL), and ceilometer using

the new WACR-ARSCL value-added product (VAP)

algorithm (Kollias et al. 2007). Cloud fraction, defined as

temporally fractional coverage every 12min, was cal-

culated from the MMCR–KAZR hydrometeor-mask

and the WACR-ARSCL cloud-mask data at each level

for further analysis. The cloud fraction data in addition

to precipitation data were used to help identify shallow

convection days.

3. Methods

a. Classification of convective regimes

We adopt a method similar to that used by Zhang and

Klein (2010), where a DC day is defined as a day with

maximumhourly precipitation that 1) exceeds 1mmh21, 2)

occurs between 1100 and 1800 LST, and 3) is at least twice

as large as maximum hourly precipitation between 0000

and 0700 LST. An SC day is defined as a day that must

satisfy one of the following two sets of criteria: 1) maxi-

mum hourly precipitation is below 0.1mmh21 and

shallow clouds (cloud base , 3 km, cloud top , 6 km)

can be seen by cloud radar for at least 0.5 h or 2) maxi-

mum hourly precipitation is above 0.1mmh21 but

below 1mmh21 and no significant low clouds (cloud

base , 3km) can be seen by cloud radar.

Figure 1 shows the diurnal cycle of composite tem-

poral cloud fraction (CF) and 12-min average rain rate

for SC and DC cases classified by the above method.

Significant CF and precipitation differences between

DC and SC can be seen at all sites, suggesting the case

classification results should be reliable enough for the

composite analysis to show thermodynamic condition

differences between the two types of cases. Note that the

composite diurnal cycle at NIM-W is more irregular

than those at other sites because of fewer available

samples of either case; thus, one should be cautious with

the interpretation of the composite result at NIM-W in

the following sections. There are also some regional and

seasonal differences seen in Fig. 1. For SC cases, land

sites SGP-W and MAO and coastal site TWP3-W show

larger vertical extension of shallow clouds than oceanic

sites TWP1 and TWP2; shallow clouds at MAO appear

to form later and have shorter lifetimes than at SGP-W

and TWP, and the wet season appears to have larger CF

than the dry and transition seasons; shallow clouds in

TWP1 and TWP2 have lower cloud-top heights, though

they can exist almost all day. For DC cases, land sites

generally have larger low-level CF than oceanic sites

(SGP-W’NIM-W’MAO-W.MAO-D’MAO-T’
TWP3-W . TWP1 . TWP2); most sites reach the maxi-

mum low-level CF in the early afternoon; however,

SGP-W and TWP3 have a peak precipitation rate

3–5 h later than MAO, TWP1, and TWP2.

b. Parcel buoyancy calculation and decomposition

In our simple entraining parcel model, we assume

that a rising parcel originating from the surface goes

through three processes from altitude z to z 1Dz: the
parcel ascends without interacting with the environ-

ment, then ambient air is entrained into the parcel, and

condensates are precipitated out of the parcel.

The first process in which the parcel ascends without

interacting with the environment can be regarded as a

process that conserves the parcel system entropy, with

the parcel system including dry air, water vapor, liquid

water, and ice. An accurate expression of the specific

entropy of such a system is (Hauf and Holler 1987)
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where sd 5 cpd ln(T/T0)2Rd ln(pd/p0)1 sd(0) is the par-

tial entropy of dry air, sl 5 cl ln(T/T0)1 sl(0) is the partial

entropy of liquid water, lly 5 lly(T0)2 (cl 2 cpy)(T2T0)

is the latent heat of condensation/vaporization, lil 5 lil(T0)2
(ci 2 cl)(T2T0) is the latent heat of freezing/fusion,

aly 5RyT ln(esl/e) and ail 5RyT ln(esi/ esl) are the affin-

ities, and pd 5 [Rd/(Rd 1Ryry)]p is the partial pressure

of dry air (meanings of other variables and constants can

be found in appendix A). If the parcel is assumed to be

ice free and in an equilibrium state, the conservation of

system entropy is equal to the conservation of equiva-

lent potential temperature ue (Hauf and Holler 1987).

For simplicity, the equilibrium state is also assumed in

this study, which means the parcel always remains satu-

rated if possible, but ice process is included. This process

that conserves the system entropy will be referred to as a

moist isentropic process to differentiate it from the isen-

tropic process in meteorology that generally means a dry

adiabatic process. To calculate parcel temperature at

z 1Dz, we use a Newton–Raphson technique, which can

converge to high accuracy in several steps, and a traditional

weighting technique (Tao et al. 1989) is used to determine

the proportion between liquid and ice water mixing ratios

when an air parcel is saturated.

For the entrainment process, the parcel mixes

with ambient air isobarically following Ak11 5

(Ak 1X ~Ak)/(11X), where X is the fractional en-

trainment rate; A is a conserved variable of the parcel

during entrainment,which is totalwatermixing ratio rtp and

enthalpy h5 (cpd 1 cpyryp 1 clrlp 1 cirip)Tp; ~A is the envi-

ronmental value [water vapor mixing ratio rye and en-

thalpy h5 (cpd 1 cpyrye)Te]; and k denotes the altitude

level. In this study, three entrainment schemes are

used: no entrainment (X5 0), constant entrainment

(X5 const3Dz), and DIA entrainment (Holloway

and Neelin 2009; Schiro et al. 2016). For the DIA

scheme, fractional entrainment rate follows the re-

lationship X(z)5 c�Dz/z, where c� 5 0:4, z is the height

above the surface, and the vertical step Dz5 10m. For

the Const scheme, the constant in the fractional en-

trainment rate is set to 1024 m21, which results in a

constant entrainment rate equal to that of the DIA

scheme at 4 km.

During the precipitation process, condensates formed

from the previous two processes will fall out. For sim-

plicity, only two extreme scenarios are considered:

zero-condensate loading (all condensates fall out) and

full-condensate loading (all condensates remain in

the parcel).

A buoyancy decomposition method was used to par-

tition total buoyancy into several components based on

the above three main processes. A detailed derivation of

the method is provided in appendix B. The decomposi-

tion result is as follows:

FIG. 1. Composite diurnal cycle of CF (color shades) and precipitation (red lines) for (a)–(h) SC and (i)–(p)DC cases. The black shading

represents where the composite CF of DC cases is not significantly larger than that of SC cases as determined by the Student’s t test at the

0.05 level. Sample number N is indicated in the title of each panel.
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All the above decomposed buoyancy terms are sum-

marized in Table 2. Temperature and dewpoint tem-

perature profiles were interpolated with a 10-m interval

before going into the buoyancy calculation. Buoyancy

profiles for all sites were calculated with surface parcels

(i.e., surface temperature and specific humidity are used

as initial conditions of the parcel). Figure 2 shows an

example of a buoyancy decomposition result using a

sounding profile at 0730 LST 7 January 2014 at MAO.

The first row in Fig. 2 shows buoyancy components re-

lated to environmental profiles and the isentropic pro-

cess; the second row shows buoyancy components

related to the entrainment process; the last row shows

the sum of the first row, the sum of the second row, the

buoyancy component related to precipitation process,

total buoyancy, and the error term in the decomposition.

From the magnitude of the buoyancy components, we

can identify the three largest components related to the

main processes of parcel theory: bt, bS2a, and bS2c, which

represent the environmental temperature profile (con-

trast between initial temperature and temperature at

parcel level), dry adiabatic ascent, and latent heat re-

lease from condensation, respectively. The values of

bE12w and bE22f are similar orders of magnitude as the

error term b«, suggesting their contributions can be

neglected.

4. Buoyancy contrast between SC and DC cases

In this section, we focus on analyzing the composite

profiles of different buoyancy components for both DC

and SC cases or for their differences. Profiles with zero-

condensate loading (bP $ 0) and full-condensate loading

(bP 5 0) schemes are both plotted for all figures to show

the influence of condensate loading, as we assume that the

most realistic profile should be somewhere in between.

a. Total buoyancy

Figure 3 shows the composite buoyancy profiles for

SC and DC cases calculated without entrainment. DC

and SC cases only show significant positive buoyancy

TABLE 2. Summary of decomposed buoyancy terms.

Process Symbol Representation Expression of
db()

dz

Profile related bt Temperature profile 2g
Tp

Te

d lnTe

dz

br Humidity profile 2g(«21 2 1)
drye
dz

Moist isentropic ascent bS2a Dry adiabatic cooling g
Tp

Te

Rd

cpd

d lnp

dz

bS2w Heat exchange among

different water phases

g
Tp

Te

�
Rm

cpml

2
Rd

cpd

�
d lnp

dz

bS2c Condensation/vaporization g

�
«21 2

lly
cpmlTe

��
dryp
dz

�
S

bS2f Freezing/fusion g
lil

cpmlTe

�
drip
dz

�
S

Entrainment Mixing without phase

change of water

bE12m Temperature mixing
g

Te

x

11x

Te 2Tp

Dz

bE12w Heat exchange among

different water phases

g

Te

(cpml/c
0
pml 2 1)Tp 2x(cpm/c

0
pml 2 1)Te

(11x)Dz

bE12y Change of water vapor

mixing ratio

g(«21 2 1)
X

11X

rye 2 ryp
Dz

bE12li Change of condensate

mixing ratio

g
X

11X

rlp 1 rip
Dz

Phase change of water bE22c Condensation/vaporization g

�
«21 2

lly
cpmlTe

��
dryp
dz

�
E2

bE22f Freezing/fusion
g

Te

lil
cpml

�
drip
dz

�
E2

Precipitation bP Condensate loss 2g

��
drlp
dz

�
P

1

�
drip
dz

�
P

�
Error term b« Total buoyancy minus the sum

of all terms above

—
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differences at SGP-W and TWP3-W; at MAO-T, the

difference even becomes negative, which is unrealistic

since we expect larger buoyancy for DC cases; at other

sites, the buoyancy profiles do not have significant dif-

ferences between DC and SC cases for most levels. A

reasonable explanation is that the traditional buoyancy

calculated without entrainment could largely depend on

surface thermodynamic condition, and this surface

condition may not differ betweenDC and SC cases at all

sites. Although a higher surface humidity generally oc-

curs during DC days in drier areas or seasons and con-

tributes to a larger buoyancy, surface temperature for

DC cases could be similar to or even lower than SC cases

as a result of a greater cloud fraction and less shortwave

radiation reaching the surface.

In addition, buoyancy with the zero-condensate

loading scheme is significantly higher than that with the

full-condensate loading scheme at altitudes below;11km

as a result of less condensate mass inside the parcel; above

that level, the relation reverses as more condensates in the

full-condensate loading scheme lead tomore ice formation

and result in more latent heat release. Although buoyancy

profiles are very different for these two condensate loading

schemes, differences between DC and SC cases are very

similar for both schemes.

To incorporate more influences from the environment

above the surface and better differentiate the buoyancy

profiles of the DC and SC cases, two entrainment

schemes (Const and DIA) are added into the buoyancy

calculation. The formulas shown in section 3 indicate

that the Const scheme has more entrainment at high

altitudes than the DIA scheme because of the inverse

altitude dependence of the latter. Figure 4 shows the

composite buoyancy profile difference between DC and

SC cases (bDC 2 bSC) for three entrainment scenarios:

no entrainment, Const entrainment, and DIA entrain-

ment. At SGP-W, entrainment increases bDC 2 bSC very

slightly below;8 km. Likewise, at NIM-W, entrainment

shows little effect on increasing bDC 2 bSC. At MAO,

bDC 2 bSC increases very significantly with entrainment

schemes at most levels, especially during drier seasons

(MAO-D and MAO-T); the DIA scheme has a

bDC 2 bSC nearly twice as large as that with the Const

scheme at MAO-W and MAO-D, and only the DIA

scheme shows significantly positive bDC 2bSC at

MAO-T. At TWP1, TWP2, and TWP3-W, DIA

scheme leads to larger bDC 2 bSC in the lower free

troposphere than the Const scheme, but when the

parcel goes into the middle and upper troposphere,

this contrast between the DIA and Const schemes is

not as significant as that at MAO. This difference in-

dicates that the lower-tropospheric entrainment could

play a more important role in the Amazon than in the

tropical ocean. The reason for the DIA scheme’s

larger impact on increasing buoyancy difference is

discussed in some following analyses.

FIG. 2. An example of buoyancy decomposition using a sounding profile at 0730 LST 7 Jan 2014 at MAO. Detailed descriptions of all the

buoyancy components are listed in Table 2.
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b. Temperature profile and bt

By using the definition of dbt/dz in appendix B and

integrating it from surface z0 to altitude z, we have bt 5Ð z
z0
(dbt/dz) dz’2

Ð z
z0
(d lnTe/dz) dz5 g ln[Te(z0)/Te(z)].

This means the temperature profile term bt is almost

totally determined by the temperature profile Te(z) and

the initial temperature of the parcel [surface tempera-

ture Te(z0)]. Figure 5 shows negative bt difference

(bt)DC2 (bt)SC at most levels for all sites except MAO-W.

This is mostly caused by larger surface temperature in

SC days due to less cloud cover and more solar heating

on the surface, since bt(z)’ g ln[Te(z0)/Te(z)] at any

level z is affected by the surface temperature Te(z0).

This term’s high dependence on initial temperature well

explains, using traditional method for buoyancy calcu-

lation (surface-based parcel, no entrainment), why the

buoyancy for SC cases could be close to or larger than

that for DC cases (Fig. 3). At MAO (Figs. 5c–e), since

the sounding time is the earliest (;0730 LST) among all

sites, it does not contribute to a negative bt difference as

large as at other sites.

c. Condensation and bc

The condensation term in moist isentropic ascent

bS2c is another buoyancy component with the largest

order of magnitude. In this part, we will compare

bc 5 bS2c 1 bE22c betweenDC and SC cases and see how

the contribution from latent heat of condensation varies.

We chose to study the total condensation term bc instead

of bS2c considering that they are both related to the la-

tent heat release from condensation, though they occur

in two different processes (moist isentropic ascent and

isobaric entrainment). In Fig. 6, we can see that the

positive (bc)DC2 (bc)SC without entrainment (black

line) is not large enough to compensate for the negative

(bt)DC2 (bt)SC at MAO, TWP1, and TWP2 (Figs. 5c–g).

This balance between the temperature profile term bt

and condensation term bc mostly explains why buoyancy

for DC could be smaller than that for SC at these sites.

After adding entrainment process into the buoyancy

calculation, (bc)DC2 (bc)SC becomes larger for MAO

and three TWP sites; forMAO-D andMAO-T, theDIA

scheme increases (bc)DC2 (bc)SC much more significantly

FIG. 3. Composite profiles for the total buoyancy b without entrainment for the SC and DC cases at all sites. Shading represents plus and

minus one standard error.
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than the Const scheme. This is because low-level en-

trainment can significantly limit the formation of the

condensates for SC cases in a drier environment (dry

and transition seasons) in the Amazon. This is also the

main reason for the greater increase of (bc)DC2 (bc)SC
between the DIA and Const schemes at MAO than at

TWP. However, entrainment’s effect on increasing

(bc)DC2 (bc)SC at SGP-W is rather small; at NIM-W, the

DIA scheme even decreases (bc)DC2 (bc)SC.

As bc mainly represents a parcel’s ability to transform

water vapor to buoyancy via condensation, it is mainly

determined by the humidity conditions both at the sur-

face and in the atmosphere above (if considering en-

trainment). As discussed before, bt is strongly affected

by surface heating, and its difference between DC and

SC cases is generally negative. As this condensation

term bc does not contains bt as total buoyancy b does, bc

generally shows a more significant difference between

the DC and SC cases than does the total buoyancy b.

CAPE or the integral of buoyancy is often used to assess

the atmospheric instability. In Fig. 7, we explore

whether
Ð zt
z0
bc dz could better represent the thermody-

namic precondition for the shallow-to-deep convection

transition than CAPE and
Ð zt
z0
b dz. We compared these

three variables calculated from different entrainment

schemes for the SC and DC cases at all sites. CAPE was

calculated as the integral of buoyancy between the level

of free convection (LFC) and the limit of convection

(LOC). For the integral, the lower-limit z0 is the surface

altitude, and the upper limit zt is arbitrarily set to 12km

here. The central rectangle in each box spans from the

first quartile to the third quartile of the sample, which

corresponds to 50% of the sample. The Student’s t test

was also performed to show if the difference between

the DC and SC cases is significant. The test results are

shown as the colors of x-axis labels in Fig. 7. Blue labels

represent sites where the DC value is significantly larger

than SC, while red labels mean SC is larger than DC; for

blue and red labels, bold (plain) font means the differ-

ence is significant at the 0.01 (0.05) level; black labels

indicate the difference is insignificant. We can see that

CAPE and
Ð zt
z0
b dz differ very little between the SC and

DC cases at nearly all sites if entrainment is not included

in buoyancy calculation (Figs. 7a,d), as there are big

overlaps for the central rectangles; only SGP-W and

TWP3-W show significantly larger value for DC cases.

FIG. 4. Differences of composite profiles for the total buoyancy b between the DC and SC cases for three entrainment schemes at all sites.
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As indicated by Figs. 7b and 7e, adding the Const en-

trainment makes the difference of CAPE and
Ð zt
z0
b dz

significant for SGP-W and TWP; the DIA entrainment

further makes the difference statistically significant at all

sites except NIM-W (Figs. 7c,f). On the other hand,Ð zt
z0
bc dz between the DC and SC cases is significant even

without entrainment at all sites except MAO (Fig. 7g); by

comparison,
Ð zt
z0
bc dz shows a larger contrast between the

DC and SC cases than CAPE or
Ð zt
z0
b dz with either en-

trainment scheme (Figs. 7h,i). The distinction of
Ð zt
z0
bc dz

between the DC and SC cases is the clearest with the DIA

scheme (Fig. 7i).Overall, Fig. 7 suggests that the integral of

the condensation term
Ð zt
z0
bc dz is a better index to assess a

precondition for the shallow-to-deep convection transi-

tion, mostly because it reflects the parcel’s most important

heating source, latent heat release of condensation, and

excludes the temperature profile term bt from the total

buoyancy (bt is too sensitive to the surface insolation and

can vary strongly during a diurnal cycle).

d. Freezing and bf

The freezing term bf 5 bS2f 1bE22f varies a lot with the

choice of condensate loading scheme as demonstrated by

the example in Fig. 2. With zero-condensate loading

scheme (bP $ 0), bf becomes small enough to be ne-

glected; with full-condensate loading scheme (bP 5 0), al-

though bf difference between the DC and SC cases

becomes larger, its value is still about one order of mag-

nitude smaller than the bc difference. Although bf is not a

large contributor to buoyancy difference between the DC

and SC cases under our assumption for freezing, its in-

crease implies more ice formation and deep convection

potentially with more lightning activity. By exploring how

entrainment influence bf at these six sites, we can poten-

tially provide a thermodynamic explanation for more ice

and more frequent occurrence of lightning associated with

deep convection over subtropical continents than over

tropical oceans observed by satellites (e.g., Liu and Zipser

2015; Zipser et al. 2006).

As described in section 3b, the proportion between ice

and liquid water condensate is determined by a

weighting technique from Tao et al. (1989). Specifically,

the proportion of ice condensate linearly changes from

0 to 1 when temperature changes from 08 to2408C. This
assumption of ice condensate’s gradual increase with

height may lead to underestimation of the contribution

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the temperature profile term bt .
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of the freezing term to the total buoyancy. Schiro et al.

(2016) showed a much more significant impact of

freezing on increasing buoyancy for convection events

using a more extreme freezing scenario, where the

proportion of ice condensation changes abruptly from

0 to 1 when the parcel temperature drops below 08C.
This study does not attempt to reach a more precise

estimation of bf since it is affected by more factors like

aerosol loading (Altaratz et al. 2014) and thus requires

more observational studies. However, as bf represents

the additional latent heat contribution from ice forma-

tion, and ice content can be another useful indicator for

convection intensity, we thus assess the ratio of
Ð zt
z0
bf dz

to
Ð zt
z0
bc dz for DC cases to see how ice formation varies

with ambient air humidity among all sites from a ther-

modynamic viewpoint. As described before, z0 is surface

altitude, and zt is set to be 12km.

Figure 8 shows the scatterplot between
Ð zt
z0
bf dz/

Ð zt
z0
bc dz

and precipitable water vapor (PWV) with DIA en-

trainment scheme for DC cases. Regression lines for all

sites in Fig. 8 all show negative correlation betweenÐ zt
z0
bf dz/

Ð zt
z0
bc dz and PWV for both full- and zero-

condensate loading schemes, suggesting a higher ratio

of freezing to condensation in a less humid environment.

Full-condensate loading shows a larger correlation co-

efficient and larger contribution from ice process than

zero-condensate loading. The coefficient of determina-

tion R2 ranges from 0.59 to 0.84 with full-condensate

loading (from 0.52 to 0.64 with zero-condensate loading)

for all sites, suggesting a robust correlation. Among all

sites, SGP-W and NIM-W show similar regression co-

efficients k, whereas MAO and three TWP sites show

similarly smaller negative coefficients. This result is

consistent with and potentially provides a thermody-

namic explanation for previous observational studies

that show more ice and higher lightning rate associated

with deep convection over subtropical continents than

over tropical oceans (Liu and Zipser 2015; Zhang et al.

2008; Zipser et al. 2006) and more intense convection

during the dry and transition seasons than the wet sea-

son over theAmazon (Williams et al. 2002; Zhuang et al.

2017). Notice that the total convective precipitation/

buoyancy, mainly contributed by condensation, in-

creases with PWV, as shown previously (Holloway and

Neelin 2009; Schiro et al. 2016) over humid tropical land

and ocean.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for the condensation term bc.
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e. Humidity dilution and bE12y

In the entraining parcel model, direct impacts of en-

trainment on the parcel include two aspects: tempera-

ture mixing and humidity dilution. The change of water

vapor mixing ratio in the parcel during the entrainment

bE12y can represent the humidity dilution aspect of en-

trainment. Besides its direct contribution to total

buoyancy, decrease of bE12y with height also indicates

reduction of available water vapor, which can lead to

decrease of bc. Figure 9 shows the composite bE12y

profiles for the SC and DC cases. At SGP-W and three

TWP sites, although the DIA scheme (thick lines) cau-

ses more water vapor dilution (larger negative bE12y)

because of a larger entrainment rate in the lower tro-

posphere than the Const scheme (thin lines), the bE12y

difference between the DC and SC cases is similar for

both entrainment schemes, but for MAO, the difference

becomes significantly larger for the DIA scheme. This

again explains why the DIA scheme has a greater effect

on increasing bDC 2 bSC through more humidity dilution

contrast between the DC and SC cases at lower levels.

For the DIA scheme, the SC cases already show signif-

icantly more water vapor dilution than the DC case in

the ABL (below ;1 km) at MAO, while at SGP-W and

three TWP sites, the level where the SC cases pick up

most water vapor dilution is the lower free troposphere

(;2–5 km). Therefore, for the humidity dilution aspect,

the ABL and lower free troposphere make important

contributions to the buoyancy difference between the

DC and SC cases at MAO. However, at SGP-W and

TWP, humidity dilution due to ABL entrainment does

not have as important an impact as that of the lower-

tropospheric entrainment. Seasonal and geographical

differences also exist as suggested in Fig. 9: the dry and

transition seasons atMAO (MAO-D andMAO-T) have

more significant humidity dilution (larger negative

bE12y) and larger bE12y contrast between the DC and SC

cases than the wet season (MAO-W) because of their

FIG. 7. Box-and-whisker plots of three indices related to the integral of buoyancy for the SC and DC cases (red and blue boxes,

respectively) at all sites: (a)–(c) CAPE, (d)–(f) the integral of total buoyancy from z0 (surface) to zt (12 km), and (g)–(i) the integral of

condensation term bc from z0 (surface) to zt (12 km). Indices are calculated with (a),(d),(g), no entrainment; (b),(e),(h) Const entrain-

ment; and (c),(f),(i) DIA entrainment. Each box spans from the first quartile (Q1) to the third quartile (Q3) of the sample, The median

value is the line inside the rectangle. Data points larger thanQ31 1.53 (Q32Q1) or smaller thanQ12 1.53 (Q32Q1) are outliers but

not shown. The whiskers extend to a furthest value that is not an outlier. The Student’s t test is performed for each site in each panel

between the DC and SC values. Sites at which the mean DC value is significantly larger than the mean SC value are in blue text on the x

axis, sites with an SC value significantly larger than theDC value are in red text, and sites where theDC and SC values are not significantly

different is in black text. For red and blue text, if the difference is significant at the 0.01 level, the text is boldface; if the difference is only

significant at 0.05 level, plain font is used.
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relatively drier atmospheres and larger humidity varia-

tion; similarly, the coastal site TWP3-W also has more

significant humidity dilution than its wetter counterparts

TWP1 and TWP2.

f. Temperature mixing and bE12m

We can interpret bE12m as the temperature mixing

aspect of entrainment. From the formulation of bE12m in

Table 2 and appendix B, its derivative with altitude z is

approximately proportional toX(Te 2Tp), whichmeans

entraining warmer environmental air into the parcel will

increase bE12m; however, warmer temperature also im-

plies less condensation. This results in a different re-

lation between theDC and SC cases, as shown in Fig. 10,

compared to components bc, bf , and bE12y, namely, that

DC cases tend to have a smaller bE12m than SC cases. As

discussed before, the condensation term bc significantly

decreases because of humidity dilution and temperature

mixing. As one aspect of entrainment, the temperature

mixing term bE12m can also influence total buoyancy

through altering bc.

A simple method is adopted to estimate the contri-

bution from temperature mixing on the change of bc.

Besides calculating buoyancy components using the

method shown in section 3, we also conducted the same

calculation for a second time with a small modification:

during the entrainment process of each vertical step Dz,
the temperature of the entrained ambient air parcel is

changed to a value equal to the parcel temperature right

before entrainment. This modification roughly removes

the influence on the change of condensation due to tem-

perature mixing. Here, we define bc,ent 5 bcjwith entrain2
bcjno entrain to represent change of bc due to entrainment

(temperature mixing plus humidity dilution) and

bc,ent2T 5 bc,ent 2 b0
c,ent to represent the change of bc due

to temperature mixing, where the prime denotes the

result from our second calculation, which removes the

temperature mixing effect mentioned above. Figure 11

FIG. 8. Scatterplot and regression lines for the ratio of the integral of freezing term to the

integral of condensation term
�Ð zt

z0
bf dz/

Ð zt
z0
bc dz

�
vs PWV for DC cases with the DIA en-

trainment scheme. (top) Solid lines and dots represent the full-condensate loading scheme;

(bottom) dashed lines and 3 markers represent zero-condensate loading scheme. Each point

represents a single sounding profile. The regression coefficient k and the coefficient of de-

termination R2 for each line are also marked.
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shows the composite bc,ent for two entrainment schemes

and for the SC and DC cases. Overall, bc,ent is negative,

meaning that entrainment always tends to reduce con-

densation; however, the temperature mixing induced by

entrainment can either increase or decrease condensa-

tion depending on the entrainment scheme and the en-

vironmental temperature profiles. Figure 12 shows the

ratio of Dbc,ent2T to Dbc,ent, where D represents the dif-

ference between the DC and SC cases. This ratio can be

used to indicate the relative contribution from temper-

ature mixing in altering the condensation contrast be-

tween DC and SC during the entrainment process. Note

that only the value above 4km is shown since the ab-

solute value of the ratio below ;4 km is much larger

than 1 and changes drastically with height at most sites.

This is because the absolute buoyancy value is very small

in the lower troposphere and the buoyancy’s response to

the temperature change of entraining air could be am-

plified substantially. Therefore, the ratio at this level

does not reflect the contribution from temperature

mixing correctly. The value of bc,ent is about an order

of magnitude larger than bc,ent2T , as expected, since

humidity dilution generally has a larger contribution in

altering condensation than temperature mixing. How-

ever, the ratio shown in Fig. 12 also suggests tempera-

ture mixing can still explain about 20%–30% of the

difference of bc,ent between the DC and SC cases. At

SGP-Wand three TWP sites,Dbc,ent2T is greater with the

Const scheme in the middle to upper troposphere than

with DIA scheme. However at MAO, Dbc,ent2T tends to

be bigger with the DIA scheme than with the Const

scheme. This implies that temperature mixing in the

lower troposphere has more influence on the shallow-to-

deep convection transition at MAO, whereas tempera-

turemixing in themiddle to upper troposphere has more

influence at SGP-W and TWP.

5. Conclusions and discussion

How the environment influences the shallow-to-deep

convection transition and how the relationship varies in

different climate regimes are questions fundamental for

understanding and adequately modeling the behavior of

deep convection globally. However, to our knowledge, a

FIG. 9. Composite profiles of the humidity dilution term bE12y for DC and SC cases and for Const and DIA entrainment schemes at all

sites. Shading represents plus and minus one standard error.
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systematic observational assessment as to what controls

such variations and what the underlying dominant pro-

cesses are across different climate regimes has been

absent in the literature. This study presents our attempt

to address this gap of knowledge for the tropical and

subtropical regimes using available observations pro-

vided by DOE ARM facilities and field campaigns. To

identify the main physical processes behind the ob-

served variations between the environmental pre-

conditions and shallow-to-deep convection transition,

we have developed an entraining parcel model to par-

tition buoyancy into several components relative to

three main physical processes: moist isentropic ascent,

isobaric entrainment, and precipitation. Adding en-

trainment to buoyancy calculation is one way to include

the influence from the atmospheric humidity and tem-

perature profiles above the surface. Using the buoyancy

decomposition method, several buoyancy components

were analyzed and contrasted between the DC and SC

cases in different climate regimes represented by six ARM

sites (SGP-W, NIM-W,MAO-W/D/T, TWP1, TWP2, and

TWP3-W) to show how environmental conditions can af-

fect the development of convection. Results with three

different entrainment schemes (no entrainment, Const

entrainment, and DIA entrainment) were compared to

show the relative importance of entrainment in different

vertical layers. Although the choice of condensate loading

scheme (precipitation) can affect buoyancy in the middle

to upper troposphere, neither the difference of total

buoyancy nor the difference of main buoyancy compo-

nents between DC and SC cases is changed. The main

results about the potential environmental influences for

each site are listed in Table 3 based on our analysis for

Figs. 6, 9, 10, and 12, where factors with two asterisks ap-

pear to bemore significant than thosewith one asterisk . In

Table 3, the ABL, lower troposphere (LT), middle tro-

posphere (MT), and upper troposphere (UT) roughly

represent vertical layers of 0–1, 1–4, 4–6, and above 6km,

respectively. The main points are summarized below:

1) For the wet season of subtropical continental site

SGP-W, surface conditions alone are enough to

account for the buoyancy difference between the

DC and SC cases due to their large contrast in cloud

amount and surface temperature; adding entrain-

ment further enhances the buoyancy contrast but not

as significantly as at MAO and TWP.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the temperature mixing term bE12m.
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2) For the monsoonal tropical continental site NIM-W,

surface conditions alone are also effective for a

positive buoyancy difference between the DC and

SC cases; entrainment does not increase the differ-

ence. The relatively fewer samples make the conclu-

sion less robust at this site.

3) At the wet tropical continental site MAO, surface

conditions in the early morning could be similar for

the DC and SC cases. Adding entrainment to the

buoyancy calculation is crucial for the DC cases to

have larger buoyancy than the SC cases. Decompo-

sition of total buoyancy shows this is mostly because

adding entrainment noticeably increases the differ-

ence of condensation term bc between the DC and

SC cases. Additionally, the DIA entrainment has a

greater effect in increasing the buoyancy difference

between the DC and SC cases than does the Const

scheme, implying that entrainment in the ABL and

the lower free troposphere (;0–4 km) are more im-

portant for MAO than at other sites, especially for

the dry and transition seasons (MAO-D andMAO-T),

when the atmosphere is generally drier and has a

larger humidity variation. For thewet season (MAO-W),

the temperature mixing effect is shown to have a

larger contribution than the other two seasons.

4) For TWP1 and TWP2 surrounded by open ocean,

entrainment is necessary for a positive buoyancy

difference between the DC and SC cases as at

MAO; entrainment in the ABL does not have as

significant an impact on the buoyancy difference as at

MAO. Humidity dilution in the lower to middle

troposphere (;1–6km) and temperature mixing in

the middle to upper troposphere (.4km) have im-

portant influences on increasing the buoyancy dif-

ference between the DC and SC cases.

5) For the coastal site TWP3-W, although surface

conditions alone are enough for a positive buoyancy

difference as at SGP-W, entrainment plays an im-

portant role in enhancing the buoyancy difference as

seen at the other two TWP sites. Also, the contribu-

tion of temperature mixing appears to be larger than

at TWP1 and TWP2.

Including entrainment into the calculation of buoyancy

provides a way to tie the environmental temperature and

FIG. 11. Composite profiles of bc,ent (change of the condensation term bc due to entrainment) for DC and SC cases and for Const and DIA

entrainment schemes at all sites.
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humidity profiles to convective instability. The fact that

involving the entrainment process into buoyancy cal-

culation results in better discrimination between the DC

and SC cases agrees well with some main conclusions

from previous studies that higher PWV can lead to

higher buoyancy (e.g., Holloway and Neelin 2009;

Schiro et al. 2016) and more lower-tropospheric hu-

midity can promote shallow-to-deep convection transi-

tion (e.g., Zhang and Klein 2010). This study takes one

step further to identify the buoyancy component bc that

is most directly related to atmospheric humidity. In ad-

dition, the integral of the condensation term
Ð zt
z0
bc dzwas

found to be a better instability index for identifying the

precondition for the shallow-to-deep convection transition

than CAPE or the integral of total buoyancy
Ð zt
z0
b dz.

Analysis of the correlation between
Ð
bf dz/

Ð
bc dz and

PWV shows that the contribution of ice process tends to

be larger in a drier environment. This result provides a

thermodynamic explanation as to why convection in a

drier environment and for a continental region tends to

have more ice formation and lightning activities than

those in a wetter environment and a maritime region as

documented by previous observational studies (e.g., Liu

andZipser 2015;Williams et al. 2002; Zhuang et al. 2017;

Zipser et al. 2006).

The buoyancy decomposition method presented in

this work is demonstrated to be capable of separating

the contributions of different processes to the parcel

buoyancy, giving us a new approach to study and un-

derstand how thermodynamics influence the develop-

ment of the convection at different vertical layers, and

enabling us to explore the degree to which convective

buoyancy is affected by different thermodynamic fac-

tors. The results presented in this study are based on

observations from six ARM sites, which not only dem-

onstrates the robustness of the results but also allows us

to evaluate the variation of the impacts of thermody-

namics across different climatic regimes from the sub-

tropics to the tropics, from land to ocean, and from the

wet season to the dry season. For example, many ob-

servational studies have provided evidence that a moist

environment can promote the development of deep

convection, especially the low-level moisture (e.g.,

Holloway and Neelin 2009; Nuijens et al. 2009; Ruppert

and Johnson 2015; Zhang and Klein 2010). Our result

demonstrates explicitly the influences of the ambient

FIG. 12. Composite profiles of Dbc,ent2T /Dbc,ent (contribution of temperature mixing in explaining bc,ent contrast of between DC and SC

cases) for Const and DIA entrainment schemes at all sites.
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temperature and humidity on parcel buoyancy through

the entrainment process and shows that this relationship

can vary among different regions and seasons. Addi-

tionally, this study highlights the importance of im-

proving the representation of entrainment and lateral

mixing in parameterization schemes and its impact on

shallow-to-deep convection transition.

This approach, however, has some limitations, and

more work needs to be done. First, the environmental

influences on convection development stated in this

study basically refer to the thermodynamic aspects only

(temperature and humidity). In reality, many other

factors can contribute to the shallow-to-deep convection

transition, such as aerosol loading, wind shear, down-

draft, large-scale advection and convergence, and de-

trainment. One focus of our future work will be to

evaluate the impacts of these other environmental fac-

tors on shallow-to-deep convection transition and so

provide an observational basis for improving GCM

convection parameterizations by identifying the relative

importance of more different physical processes and

refining convective trigger functions and closures. Sec-

ond, as described in section 3, this buoyancy partition

method is built using the entraining parcel model. Al-

though this model is more realistic than the traditional

isolated-parcel assumption, our treatment of entrain-

ment is still too simple and idealized. In reality, the en-

trainment process may be more of a stochastic mixing

process (Raymond and Blyth 1986, 1992) instead of

mixing of a very small parcel with the ambient air. The

profile of the fractional entrainment rate is shown to be

one of the key factors determining the buoyancy dif-

ference between the two convective regimes, but it also

varies with different environmental conditions and

geographical locations instead of being a prescribed

profile as used in this study. For future work, observa-

tional study of the entrainment process and refinement

of its representation in the parcel model are both needed

to gain further understanding of the environmental in-

fluence. Additionally, it will be intriguing to utilize this

method with both reanalysis and model output from

large-eddy simulation (LES) of deep convection to in-

vestigate how buoyancy components vary in a diurnal

cycle and further verify their relationship to the shallow-

to-deep convection transition.
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APPENDIX A

List of Symbols

Table A1 shows the definitions, values, and units for

the variables and constants in this study.

APPENDIX B

Derivation of the Buoyancy Decomposition Method

In the classic parcel theory, buoyancy is usually de-

fined as

b52g
r0

r
’2g

�
p0

p
2
T 0

y

T
y

�
’ g

T 0
y

T
y

5 g
T
py
2T

ey

T
ey

, (B1)

where the virtual temperature of parcel Tpy and envi-

ronment Tey are calculated as

TABLE 3. Summary of environmental influences on the shallow-to-deep convection transition at different sites. See text for details.

Sites SGP-W NIM-W MAO-W MAO-D MAO-T TWP1 TWP2 TWP3-W

Surface condition ** ** **

Entrainment Temp mixing ABL

LT ** ** ** **

MT ** * ** ** **

UT ** ** ** **

Humidity dilution ABL * ** **

LT * ** ** ** ** ** **

MT * * ** ** **

UT
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Substituting (B2) and (B3) into (B1) yields
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Taking the derivative of buoyancy b against altitude z,

TABLE A1. List of symbols.

Name Representation Value/unit

Rd Gas constant of dry air 287.04 J kg21 K21

Ry Gas constant of water vapor 461.5 J kg21 K21

« Ratio of Rd to Ry 0.622

Rm Gas constant of moist air J kg21 K21

cpd Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure 1005.7 J kg21 K21

cpy Specific heat of water vapor at constant pressure 1875 J kg21 K21

cl Specific heat of liquid water 4190 J kg21 K21

ci Specific heat of ice water 2118.636 J kg21 K21

cpml Total specific heat of moist parcel (dry air 1 total water) J kg21 K21

cpm Total specific heat of moist air (dry air 1 water vapor) J kg21 K21

lly Latent heat of condensation/vaporization J kg21

lil Latent heat of freezing/fusion J kg21

lly(T0) Latent heat of condensation/vaporization at 08C 2 501 000 J kg21

lil(T0) Latent heat of freezing/fusion at 08C 2 836 017 J kg21

rt Total water mixing ratio —

ry Water vapor mixing ratio —

rl Liquid water mixing ratio —

ri Ice water mixing ratio —

qt Total water specific humidity —

qy Water vapor specific humidity —

ql Liquid water specific humidity —

qi Ice water specific humidity —

T Temperature K

u Potential temperature K

X Fractional entrainment rate m21

s Specific entropy of moist air J kg21 K21

sd Specific entropy of dry air J kg21 K21

sl Specific entropy of liquid water J kg21 K21

sd(0) Specific entropy of dry air at 08C and 1000 hPa 6775 J kg21 K21

sl(0) Specific entropy of liquid water at 08C and 1000 hPa 3517 J kg21 K21

h Specific enthalpy J kg21

g Gravitational acceleration 9.81m s21

esl Water vapor saturation pressure over a plane surface of liquid water Pa

esi Water vapor saturation pressure over a plane surface of ice water Pa

aly , ail Affinity J kg21

p Atmospheric pressure Pa

p0 Standard pressure 100 000 Pa

pd Partial pressure of dry air
Rd

Rd 1Ryry
p, Pa
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In the above equation, the first two terms on the right-

hand side are mostly related to environmental properties:

the former is mostly determined by temperature lapse rate,

and the latter is determined by mixing ratio lapse rate. The

last three terms are related to parcel properties (derivatives

of parcel temperature, water vapor, and condensate mixing

ratio), and they can be further decomposed according to the

three processes mentioned above. By breaking the parcel

derivatives into contributions from three processes, and

considering total water mixing ratio remains constant dur-

ing the moist isentropic process (drtp/dz)S5 (dryp/dz)S1
(drlp/dz)S1 (drip/dz)S5 0, we have
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where the subscripts S, E, and P denote moist isentropic

ascent, entrainment, and precipitation, respectively. The

above four parts enclosed by curly braces represent

contributions from the environmental profiles, isentro-

pic ascent, entrainment, and precipitation, respectively.

a. Environmental profiles: 2g
Tp

Te

d lnTe

dz
2 g(«21 2 1)

drye
dz

For convenience, we define dbt/dz52g(Tp/

Te)(d lnTe/dz) and dbr/dz52g(«21 2 1)(drye/dz) to

represent contributions from temperature and mix-

ing ratio profiles, respectively.

b. Moist isentropic ascent:
dbS

dz
5

g

Te

�
dTp

dz

�
S

1 g«21

�
dryp
dz

�
S

For the moist isentropic ascending process, entropy

conservation is equivalent to the following equation

derived from Gibbs equation (Hauf and Holler 1987;

Tripoli and Cotton 1981):

c
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m
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l
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l
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where the specific heat for the moist parcel is cpml 5
cpml(ry, rl, ri)5 cpd 1 rycpy 1 rlcl 1 rici, and the gas con-

stant for the moist air is Rm 5Rm(ry)5Rd 1 ryRy.

From (B6) we can yield
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Thus, the changes of buoyancy terms related to the

moist isentropic ascent with height are
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Therefore, we have split the moist isentropic

term dbS/dz into four terms: dbS2a/dz5 g(Tp/Te)(Rd/

cpd)(d lnp/dz)’ g(Rd/cpd)(d lnp/dz) represents the dry

adiabatic ascent, dbS2w/dz5 g(Tp/Te)(Rm/cpml 2Rd/

cpd)(d lnp/dz)’ g(Rm/cpml 2Rd/cpd)(d lnp/dz) repre-

sents the heat storage inside all forms of water,

dbS2c/dz5 g[«21 2 lly/(cpmlTe)](dryp/dz)s represents the

latent heat from condensation/vaporization plus the

buoyancy correction from liquid water mass change, and

(dbf /dz)s5 (glil/cpmlTe)(drip/dz)s represents the addi-

tional latent heat from freezing/fusion when ice process

takes place.

c. Entrainment:
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As entrainment mixing increases entropy of the

system, which includes original parcel with entrained

ambient air, we do not use (B6) for the decomposition

of (dTp/dz)E. Instead, conservation of enthalpy of the

system (original parcel plus entrained ambient air par-

cel) is assumed since entrainment here is considered as

an isobaric process and heat exchange only occurs within

the system. For convenience, we also view the entrainment

as two subprocesses: the first one is linear temperature

mixing without phase change of water; the second one is

temperature adjustment due to phase change of water

(e.g., reevaporation). We use subscripts E1 and E2 to de-

note these two subprocesses, respectively.

For the subprocess E1, we have (dryp/dz)E1’
(1/Dz)[(ryp 1Xrye)/ (11X)2 ryp]5 [X/ (11X)] [(rye 2

ryp)/Dz], and (drlp/dz)E11 (drip/dz)E1’ (1/Dz)[(rlp 1
rip)/(11X)2 (rlp 1 rip)] 5 2[X/(1 1 X)](rlp 1 rip)/Dz.
The specific enthalpy of the total system before mixing

can be written as
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where cpml 5 cpd(12qtp)1 cpyqyp 1 clqlp 1 ciqip and cpm 5
cpdX(12 qye)1 cpyXqye; and the specific enthalpy after

mixing is
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where c0pml 5 cpd(12 q0
tp)1 cpyq

0
yp 1 clq

0
lp 1 ciq

0
ip and the

specific humidity of water vapor, liquid, and ice after

mixing are q0
yp 5 (qyp 1Xqye)/(11X), q0

lp 5 qlp/(11X),

q0
ip 5 qip/(11X). By using enthalpy conservation

h0 5 hE1, the parcel temperature after mixing T 0
p can be

calculated as T 0
p 5 (cpmlTp 1XcpmTe)/[(11X)c0pml]. On

the other hand, if we consider a parcel and the ambient

air as pure dry air (no water), the enthalpy conservation

becomes a simple linear temperature mixing, and

the temperature after the dry-air temperature mixing

is Tp
*5 (Tp 1XTe)/(11X). Therefore, (dTp/dz)E1’
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p 2Tp)/Dz5 (T 0

p 2 Tp
*)/Dz1 (Tp

*2Tp)/Dz. And
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For the subprocess E2, assume temperature and

humidity change due to phase change of water are

DT 0
p, Dq

0
yp, Dq

0
lp, and Dq0

ip. According to conservation

of enthalpy, we have cpdDT 0
p 1 cpyr

0
ypDT

0
p 1 clr

0
lpDT

0
p 1

cir
0
ipDT

0
p 52Dr0yplly 1Dr0iplil. A Newton–Raphson

technique can be used for the calculation of

DT 0
p; (dryp/dz)E2’Dr0yp/Dz, (drlp/dz)E2’Dr0lp/Dz, and

(drlp/dz)E2’Dr0lp/Dz can also be determined according

to the weighting technique mentioned before. Consid-

ering total water remains constant during this process

(drtp/dz)E25 (dryp /dz)E21 (drlp /dz)E21 (drip /dz)E25 0,

therefore
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Combining the above analyses of two subprocesses of

entrainment, we have
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where dbE12m/dz5 (g/Te)[(Tp*2Tp)/Dz] represents the

influence of the simple temperature mixing of dry air,

dbE12w/dz5 (g/Te)(T
0
p 2Tp*)/Dz represents the buoy-

ancy change due to the heat exchange between

different forms of water inside the parcel, dbE12y/dz5
g(«21 2 1)[X/(11X)](rye 2 ryp)/Dz represents the buoy-
ancy change due to the change of water vapor mixing

ratio during mixing (no water phase change), dbE12li/dz5
g[X/(11X)][(rlp 1 rip)/Dz] represents the buoyancy

change due to change of condensate mixing ratio

during mixing (no water phase change), dbE22c/dz5
g(«21 2 lly/cpmlTe)(dryp/dz)E2 represents the buoyancy

change due to latent heat of condensation/vapor-

ization after mixing, plus the buoyancy correction

from the corresponding liquid water mixing ratio

change, and dbE22f /dz5 g(lil/cpmlTe)(drip/dz)E2 repre-

sents the buoyancy change due to latent heat of

freezing/fusion during entrainment.

d. Precipitation:
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During the precipitation process, it is assumed that a

certain amount of condensate falls out without inter-

acting with the parcel. Therefore, the parcel tempera-

ture remains unchanged (but the parcel entropy and

enthalpy decrease) during this process, and the buoy-

ancy increment is only related to the change of mixing

ratio of liquid water and ice condensate.

Two condensate loading schemes were used in this

study. The zero-condensate loading scheme assumes all

condensates fall out of the parcel during this process

(dbP/dz$ 0); the full-condensate loading scheme keeps

all condensates inside the parcel (dbP/dz5 0).

e. Decomposition result

To summarize the above decomposition results,
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Integrating (B7) from surface to altitude z, the

buoyancy at altitude z is
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where b« is the error term due to several approximations

made above. The representation and mathematical ex-

pression for all buoyancy components are summarized

in Table 2.
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